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The

G views

Bowling Ureen State University

WBGU-WGTE merger discussions go on
by Denise Sak*l
Pal Hyland
and Paula Wlnslow

The WGTE-TV Board of Trustees in
Toledo yesterday confirmed that a
committee has been formed to continue
studying the possibility of a merger
between that station and WBGU-TV,
the University public broadcasting
station.
William Day, secretary to the board,
said the committee will "continue
negotiations pointing toward an
eventual creation of an entirely new
entity which would be in charge of
public broadcasting facilities in northwest Ohio."
University Board of Trustee member
Frazier Reams Jr. and University Vice
President Richard A, Edwards have
been representing the University in
talks with WGTE trustee Howard
Collier about joining the two stations.
REAMS WAS A member of WGTE's
board until 1974 when he was appointed
as a University trustee. He said he
resigned from the WGTE board
because of a possible conflict of interest.
Reams also is president of Reams
Broadcasting Co. in Toledo, which owns
WCWA-AM and WUO-FM. In a

telephone interview earlier this week,
Reams refused to comment on the
progress of the negotiations.
Moore said Wednesday that he does
not know many details about the talks
because he has not attended any of the
discussions since his first meeting in
January on the subject with Byron
West, chairman of the Greater Toledo
Educational Television Foundation.
Problems with University funding of
WBGU and duplication of public broadcasting services between WBGU and
WGTE prompted the talks, Moore said.
See related story on page 4.

"If we can do it (operate a public
station in northwest Ohio) more
economically and more efficiently we
will do so," he said. "We certainly
aren't singling out any one aspect of the
University.
"I BELIEVE A LOT of people are
overreacting," he added, emphasizing
that no conclusions about a merger
have yet been reached.
Edwards also stressed that the
negotiations still are in primary stages
and nothing concrete has been decided.
"This is strictly some exploratory

type of discussions to see what might be
possible in the way of bringing the two
stations together and create a new
entity," he said.
"We're hearing more from people at
the national level because of drastic
escalating costs (of television
operation), and if multiple entities can
operate in the same region in
cooperation, it would make sense from
a public policy standpoint," Edwards
continued.
DESPITE THE financial problems
that now exist, Edwards said there is a
series of steps to be taken, including
public hearings, before anything can be
done.
"Even if we did come up with a plan,
there are things that have to be cleared
with the Federal Communications
Commission, so things are not going to
happen overnight," he added.
The University Board of Trustees has
final say in regards to the merger.
"Someone thinks there is some kind
of grand scheme, but that's not the case
at all," Edwards said, adding that
everyone will have a chance to express
his views in the matter.
DR. JOHN BOVER, director of the
School of Journalism, said yesterday he

Is confused as to why the merger
discussions have yet to be opened to the
faculty.
"I had some inkling of this Monday
that there was a merger," he said. "We
hadn't heard anything. We had only
heard rumors about what was in the
works.
"I called Dr. Moore direct and he told
me that my concern was premature
and that whatever was involved was
very far down the road," he said.
Boyer said that he has no evidence
that the situation is different from
Moore's statements. He added that he
was not angered to learn of the
discussions through the press.
"I'M NOT ANGERED because I
really don't know how far down the trail
of a merger they are or wh°» "v
merger would mean as far as th< School
of Journalism is concerned," he said.
Boyer explained that the merger
could be both beneficial .mil harmful to
the school's academic program,
depending on how It is negotiated.
"I have no objection to it." Boyer said
of a merger that would expand the
professional training of the broadcast
curriculum at the University.
"I might applaud it if it provided
more resources and more opportunity

for students to get professional
training. We couldn't help but benefit if
those things are part of the plan.
"But my problem is that I don't know
what is part of the plan. All I want is to
be assured that the School of Journalism
is not going to lose in the transaction.''
BOYER SAID he feels apprehensive
about the issue only because of the
mystery that has surrounded the
discussions.
"I Just hope that before the final
decision is reached the University
academic departments will be brought
in for input on what the results would
be," he said.
"Right now I don't agree or disagree.
I don't understand any of their reasons
because nobody has given me any
reasons. I don't know when anybody is
going to say anything.
"I expect one Monday morning to
pick up the BG News and read that the
merger has taken place and the conditions of it, and that was why I called
Dr. Moore," he ad ed.
According to Dr. Robert K. Clark,
chairman of the radio-TV-film
department in the School of Speech,
University administration has not
provided him with any information
concerning the negotiations.

"I ONLY KNOW about what I have
read in the newspapers. I don't know
what the proper channels are or how
the negotiations should operate," he
said. "But it would seem that with
anything that major the faculty and
maybe the Faculty Senate should be
involved."
Clark, a member of the Broadcast
Policy Committee, said yesterday that
he had heard rumors that the merger
had already taken place without any
input from the committee.
He said that at one of the meetings
between the two parties, a possible
timetable for implementation of a
merger was discussed. January 1,1980,
was mentioned as a possible date for
the creation of a new board of trustees
for the new broadcasting entity. July I,
1980. was suggested as its first day of
operations.
However, Edwards stressed that
these dates were discussed only in a
hypothetical manner and are not
definite.
CLARK CONTINUED, "We have
heard a lot of rumors, but have not
gotten anything substantial. We have
sent a letter to the president asking for
a meeting. I don't know anything else I
can do but write a letter."

friday4-13-79
University funds
Union repairs
The University has granted
(140,000 in speela+fUnding to the
University Union for general
repairs and improvements.
Union administrator Arlene
Layman said $89,000 is being used
to put a new roof on the building.
The building has needed a new
roof since sustaining damages
from the 1978 blizzard.
The remaining $51,000 will be
used to make the following improvements :
A security gate to separate
the Falcons Nest from tbe
corridor leading to the Side Door.
The purchase of new portable
screens for the Grand Ballroom.
The installation of new
stainless steel sinks for the
second floor kitchen.
The purchase of new carpeting for portable stages in the
ballroom.
The purchase of new installation for kitchen coolers.

elsewhere
COLUMBUS-The Ohio
Supreme Court amended the
state's code of Judicial conduct to
allow broadcasting and
photographing of courtroom
proceedings. Page 7.
MOSCOW- A Bulgarian-Soviet
space team is reported heading
back to earth after aborting its
linkup with an orbiting space
station in the first failure of the
East Bloc's cooperative Intercosmos program. Page 7.

inside
EDITORIALS-As Student
Government Association elections approach, student apathy
hits the University again. Page 2.
FEATURE-The News continues its series of SGA candidate
profiles. Page 5.
SPORTS-Bowling Green
laxers suffer an 84 loss to Ohio
Wesleyan. Page 8.

weather
WEATHER
SHOWERS-Possible thandentormt, high 88F (20C), low
SJF (UC), 80 percent chance of
precipitation.

University, high schools mingle
counselors, are interviewed by Miller to determine their
eligibility. "They give me their background and reasons
for wanting to take the courses. I 67 to find out if they
have thought it through."
Miller says the program was been "amazingly problemfree." Fifteen-year-old Julie Bentley, a sophomore at
Bowling Green High School, took a Junior level literature
class last quarter. "No one treated me different. I don't
think anyone knew," she said.

by Debbie Conkel
Don't be surprised if some of the younger-looking
students in your classes, who you might have presumed
were freshmen, are actually even younger than that.
The High School College Credit Program, sponsored by
the University Division of General Studies, is allowing
high school, and even Junior high, students to take classes
at the University for full credit towards graduation.
The program has been in existence since the early
1960's, according to Nancy Miller, coordinator of the
program since last July.
The program was developed, Miller said, to give
qualified high school students the opportunity to take
college level courses.

ROBERT HEMINGER, an 18-year-old senior at Van
Buren High School took his second math course at the
University last quarter. "I want to be an engineer, and I
thought the classes here would give me a real good
background and help me with my high school math," he
said.
Some students use the University courses to fulfill high
school requirements, Miller said. The cost to the high
school students is the "same cost per hour credit as fulltime degree students pay," she said. The students receive
a validation card and have access to the Student
Recreation Center and other University facilities if they
pay the necessary $29 general fee.

"THEY MAY take the courses to broaden their
familiarity with a subject, or the classes can be used to
fulfill approved high school requirements," Miller said.
Last quarter, 16 high school students took a total of 25
courses at the main campus and Firelands branch of the
University.
The students who enroll in classes are usually of "A" or
"B" caliber, and rank fairly high in their high school
class, according to Miller. However, they can be considered for the program despite a low grade point average
if they excel in a certain area, Miller said.
Interested students, on the recommendation of their

MILLER'S DAUGHTER, Dana, a Junior in high school,
and two other high school students, are taking a HPE
course in modem dance this quarter. HPE, computer
science and English courses are the most popular with
high school students, according to Miller.

staff photos by George Lund
Sheryl Chaney and Ann Brassier (left) are two high school
students enrolled in a University modern dance class. Dana Miller
(above) is flanked by two University students.

Man behind the title

Vogt relates to students via experience
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first
article In a series on college deans at
the University.
by Mary Dannemlller
staff writer

During four years of undergraduate
school at College of the Holy Cross
Massachusetts, his objectives were to
know the difference between a
manhattan and a martini, get a "C"
average and get a degree.
Today, as dean of the College of
Business Administration at the
University Dr. Karl E. Vogt says
students "owe it to themselves as
human beings" to strive for excellence
if they want to get a meaningful Job
after graduation.

Vogt said he didn't put forth the effort
to achieve excellence while in college.
He said he felt there were more important things than going to classes and
studying; like sitting at the local bar
and watching the Wednesday and
Friday night fights or Milton Berle.

"I KNOW HOW it feels for a student
to fail a course," Vogt said, explaining
he had problems with classes too, and
that there were more courses he didn't
like than he liked.
After graduating from Holy Cross in
1952, Vogt spent two years In the U.S.
Army during the Korean War. There,
he said he saw people in authority who
were incompetent and did not have the
appropriate leadership skills.
"But they were the officers and I

.1

wasn't," he added.
After completing his military
obligation, Vogt decided to attend
graduate school "to demonstrate to
myself that if I tried I could do well."
HE DID WELL enough to receive
both his master's and doctorate
degrees in economics from Syracuse
University, New York. Vogt remained
at Syracuse for six years before coming
to the University in 1967 as an assistant
to the president. One year later, he
became dean of the College of Business
Administration.
During his 19 years at the University,
Vogt said he has seen no major changes
in the students.
He said students ten years ago were
dedicated, committed and interested in

problem-solving and decision-making,
Just as they are today.
THE BIGGEST change in the College
of Business Administration has been
the increasing number of women in
business programs, he said.
"Women are super," Vogt said,
referring to those majoring in some
area of business.
He explained that ten years ago there
were "roughly a handful", about 200,
women enrolled in the college compared to almost 2,000 today.
Women were not interested in
business careers because "they were
fearful of the quantitative orientation of
the business curriculum" and didn't see
any meaningful Job opportunities. Vogt
said.
See page 4.

Dr. Karl E. Vogt

opinion—
apathy strikes
sga elections
Apathy has again struck Bowling Green.
The University community, sad to say, has been known for its lessthan-active campus. There historically has been little student involvement in political elections, either student or national.
With the Student Government Association election next week, it now
appears that eight candidates already are throwing in the towel before
Thursday's election. As a result there will be nobody running on the ballot
for the Compton-Darrow, Off enhauer and Chapman-Dunbar districts.
Even before the withdrawals, the students lacked the choices they
enjoyed in the 1978 election. There were over 80 candidates in last year's
election compared to 46 candidates running this year.
The reasons for dropping out range from a lack of time to a change in
residence halls.
Yet what are the reasons for the fewer candidates running this year?
Could it be that the students do not enjoy the petty politics that plagued
the present SGA last spring and early fall? Why should a student run for a
post when the meetings break down into shouting matches?
It is not too late to mount a campaign to oppose the two uncontested
candidates or seek the unwanted seat. Any interested student can wage a
write-in campaign for any SGA office. However, if a student wants any
votes cast for them to count, they must register their intentions to run
with the SGA office by 5 p.m. next Tuesday.
Student Government Association is important. Its members represent
the student's views before the administration and frequently the city. The
organization performed several worthy projects during the last year,
including the escort system and shuttle bus.
Although all students may not agree with the directions the past SGA
has taken on various issues, the place to change them is in the system.
With a new election the cast of characters will change and hopefully the
flaws of the present SGA will not remain in its office to haunt the new
officers.
Next Tuesday is the day some students will have to make a commitment. The choice is simple: roll up your shirt sleeves and get involved
in the election process or resign yourself to the role of a bystander. The
decision is yours.

...TOT SHOULD KEEP TWER
TILL1UES6.A. ELftTIOte.

turkeys & triumphs
TURKEY - It is sad that finances have finally caught up with the
University Cabaret Theater, forcing an end to its fine productions.
TRIUMPH - The loss of Coach Ron Mason was tempered somewhat by
the announcement that the University had replaced him with a first-rate
hockey coach in Jerry York who arrives in Bowling Green from Clarkson
College, where his teams have been frequently in the top 10 in the WMPL
poll.
TURKEY - Although the University does not shutdown for a mini-Easter
break, Food Services Is closing all the cafeterias but two for the weekend.
TRIUMPH - The University community should be saluted for their
generosity and support of the Charity Boards auction. The event raised
about $2,500 for local and national charities.
TURKEY - Poor planning resulted in the scheduling of a speech by
Cleveland Mayor Dennis Kucinich in 210 Math Science Bldg. Only 600
persons, many fewer than would have wanted to, were able to see
"Dennis the Menace."

respond
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as
opinions on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and
guest columns.
All correspondence should by typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone
number for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns
are not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that
are deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

paulapourri,

national columnist

earth's sites puzzle jovian scientists
WASHINGTON-K may have been
incredible coincidence or it could have
been planned, but at the very moment
the people here sent Voyager I out into
space to photograph the planet Jupiter,
Jovians
launched
their own
photographic satellite to take pictures
of the plant Earth.
While U.S. scientists are studying the
photos relayed on this planet, the
Jovian scientists are busy analyzing the
shots from their spacecraft.
They are as startled at what they
have discovered about Earth as we are
at what we have learned about Jupiter.
DEEP IN Jupiter's Great Red Spot
Lab the pictures of our planet are being
pored over and debated.
The one question the Jovians are
trying to decide, based on the data they
have received, is whether there is life
on Earth. Unfortunately, the first
pictures that came back were taken of
Los Angeles and showed a gray, dirty
blanket over the area.
"It would be impossible for anyone to
live under that dark, dirty could," one
Jovian scientist declared.
Another disagreed. "Living things

Pittsburgh, the scientist for the whom
the place was named, said:

Art
Buchwald
can adjust to any environment. I don't
think we should come to any conclusions based on just one photograph."
ANOTHER PHOTO came back
revealing a large white cover in the
area of Chicago (named after the
Jovian scientist Max Chicago, who
discovered it with a telescope he had set
up at the University of Io.) "It could be
snow," Max told his colleagues.
"What is snow?" the other scientist
wanted to know.
"I'm not sure, but it looks like it's
been there for years. It may have been
caused by two Earth storms colliding
with each other. It's obvious nothing
human could survive in that column."
The third picture was one zeroing in
on the area around Pittsburgh. The
scientists were intrigued by it. Sam

college students can get into the easter act
Easter bunnies, jelly beans,
cellophane grass, straw baskets.
Easter. The cliches tied to that
springtime holiday have become as
tired and trite as a "Charlie's Angels"
plot.
Sure it's a great time for visiting
relatives, rejuvenating oneself and
enjoying spring weather. Unless your
car has broken down, you are flunking
all your courses, even beginning basket
weaving, and you're stuck in Bowling
Green's less that springy atmosphere.
Easter is for the kiddies. Candy and
cavities, Easter egg hunts and new
Sunday outfits-these are the things to
which the under-12 set can relate.
BUT WAIT! Just because you're over
18 and over-the-hill doesn't mean
Easter should hop past you, even if the
typical Bowling Green spring weather
is anything over 33 degrees and less
than two inches of wet stuff of some
sort.
Even poor college students can get
into the Easter act. There are as many
different and imaginative ways to
commemorate this ducky day as there
are misconnected wires at General
Telephone Co.

Paula
Winslow
Hiding Easter eggs need not be the
only way to show your dear ones that
you would give your yolks up for them.
Demonstrate your thoughtfulness by
tailoring a holiday presentation just for
them.
Try hiding egg rolls for your friend
with Oriental tastes. Or egg bagel for
your favorite rabbi. Or Fleishchman's
Egg Beaters (chemically-compounded
pseudo-chicken embryos) for your anticholesterol-minded grandmother.
AND DONT forget to load those
charming Mexican-style straw baskets
(made in Hong Kong) with unique
goodies. Try kidney beans, lima beans,
green beans, wax beans or baked beans
instead of jelly beans for your legumeloving health nut pal.
Forget the little yellow mushy
marshmallow chicks. Go to Kenny
Kings and ask for some baby drumsticks instead. They taste better cold
anyway.

And for that springtime-minded
partier, forget the beans, chicks and
bunnies. Just the grass will do.
Easter baskets also offer an opportunity for you to demonstrate your
open-mindedness.
Don't
be
discriminatory and use only brown
chocolate btnnies. White chocolate is
just as yummy i anCcaws I'stasmany
added pounds ind /its as its darker
counterpart). And Communists deserve
equal time-how about a red-tinted
strawberry rabbit?
ANOTHER THING about candy
anlmals-don't let the Animal
Protective League stack a case against
you for abusing those poor defenseless
hares and hens. After all, they are only
harmless .woodland and farm creatures
and deserve more than being cast in a
chocolate mold.
There's a whole zoo of possibilities for
livening up Easter baskets. How about
chocolate hippopotamuses ? Vanilla
armadillo? Or strawberry warthogs?
(These are great for larger-thanaverage appetites.)
Or you can stray from the carnivorous-candy lovers route and opt for
a more herbivorous fare: chocolate
bean sprouts, marshmallow cucumber
slices or nougat-filled carrots. Yum.

After you've finally assembled a
prize-winning basket of bona fide bunny
benevolences, don't slip back into that
boring Easter tradition of hiding your
masterpiece behind the couch or
beneath the stereo. Dull. Liven it up for
your friends.
FOR EXAMPLE, while your
roommate is in the shower, take his
towel and clothes and replace them
with his Easter basket. He won't have
to look very hard to find it, but he sure
will have a challenge before him in
trying to wear chocolate-covered
marshmallow eggs out of the shower
room.
Or empty that fifth on his shelf and
Hll it to the brim with green jelly beans.
Don't forget to include a thank-yc- .«te
with a clue as to where he (hie) can find
his basket. This one should win him
over for sure.
However you decide to celebrate,
remember that like Christmas,
Halloween and Captain Kangaroo's
birthday, Easter is not only for toddlers.
Even grown-ups can relate to jelly
beans once a year.
Paula Winslow Is the managing editor
ol the News.

'TT SEEMS there are man-made
roads down there, but what do you
make of the giant balck craters that are
pockmarked all over them?"
"Those were caused by meteorites,
dummy. Apparently the Earth is being
bombarded with meteorites from the
sky and since they've been hitting the
Earth in straight lines, you think
they're roads."

ferent in its water than we do."
YOU'RE OUT of your gourd. Human
life connot survive on brown water.
Nothing could live in that."
"Gentlemen, I think it's too early to
be certain. Here is a photograph of the
Las Vegas area. Since Dr. Irvine Las
Vegas discovered it, perhaps he can tell
us what he makes of it."
Dr. Las Vegas looked at the photo. "If
I didn't know any better I would say it
looks like a pizza of neon lights.'

"They're bigger than meteorite holes.
Maybe they are dead potholes," Sam
said.
"They're bigger than meteorite
holes. Maybe they are dead potholes,"
Sam said.
"If your theory is correct, then no
human life could possibly move about
in such a forbidding atmosphere."

"That's out of the question, " a
Jovian biologist said. "No human being
would put up neon lights in the middle
of thedesert There has to be another
explanation. Maybe they're tiny stars
which are just burning out.

ANOTHER COLOR photograph came
in of the Mississippi River, which
shewed up on the print as dark brown.
"Could that be water?" someone
asked.
"Water is blue," was the scornful
reply. "Who ever heard of brown
water?"
"Maybe Earth has something dif-

THE FINAL photo came back
revealing, in beautiful detail, large
golden arches.
The scientists were aghast. 'Oh, by
Jupiter.Don't tell me they've got them
down there, too!"
(c) 1171, Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Consumers warned to look before they sign
Editor's Note: The consumer affairs
column, a weekly feature of the News,
is taken from closed cases of the
Student Consumer Union, 405 Student
Services Bldg., as an illustration of the
do's and don'ts of consumerism. The
names of consumers and merchants
are kept confidential.

Correction
A photo caption on page 4 of yesterday's REVUE Incorrectly indentified a
stereo department In downtown Bowling Green. The photograph was taken in
Bowling Green's LaSalle's store.

Speaker from Cleveland Press
Herb Kamm, associate editor of the Cleveland Press, will speak at S p.m..
Monday in Room 115 Educatior.Bldg.The lecture, sponsored by Union Activities
Organization, is free and public.

by Keith Jameson
staff reporter

Happy Hours closed for Easter
Happy Hours are canceled today and the Side Door Disco will not be open this
weekend because of the Easter holiday. Both events will resume at their usual
times next weekend.

Environmental geology workshop
A workshop on environmental geology and its influence on northwest Ohio,
"Geology and You," will be 7:30-9:30 p.m., Tuesday at the University Center for
Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St. Dr.Jane Forsyth, University professor of
geology, will speak. Registration fee is $3. For information call the Center at
372-0383.

College choir to perform
Bethany Lutheran College Choir, of Mankato, Minn, will present a concert at
7:30 p.m. tomorrow at Christ the Savior Lutheran Church, 252 S. Main St. The
program will include works by Bach, Sweelinck, Schein, Stravinsky and others.
The presentation is free and public.

Jobs available at Parks and Recreation
The Bowling Green Department of Parks and Recreation is accepting applications for manager, assistant manager, lifeguards, assistant lifeguards,
cashiers, basketweavers, and concession stand workers for the city park
swimming complex for this summer.
Applications are available at the personnel department, 304 N.Church St.
Deadlines for applications are April 27 for managers and May 3 for other
positions. For information call the Parks and Recreation Office, 352-3541, extension211.

No other case better illustrates the
importance of knowledge concerning
apartment security deposits than the
case of four University students who
rented an apartment in Toledo in order
to commute to the University, according to John G. Kloss, chairman of
the Student Consumer Union (SCU).
The roommates signed a lease in May
1976 and paid a $200 security deposit.
They were told at the time they had
signed for an apartment that was
exactly like the model apartment they
had seen. They did not bother to check
the apartment they actually signed for.
When they arrived at the apartment
the following September, they found a
packet with information about moving
in and out and a damage sheet to list all
existing damage.
Three of the four roommates filed the
damage report sheet and brought
outstanding problems to the attention of
the landlord, who repaired most of the
damages. The fourth roommate trusted
the judgement of her friends in filing
the damage report.
THE FOUR roommates gave the

landlord their forwarding addresses for
return of the security deposit In June,
1977. The students never received their
security deposits.
The students contacted SCU in
.September, 1977 about the missing
security deposits.
The SCU sent a letter to the landlord
explaining about the absent security
deposits and outlined a section of the
Ohio Landlord and Tenant Bill that
says a landlord must return the
security deposit or the balance of the
deposit and an itemized list of all
deductions within 30 days of the termination of the lease.
THE LANDLORD responded to the
letter by writing that he would take
care of the matter. The roommates still
received no security deposit.
In January, 1978, the SCU sent a
personal letter to the landlord again
advising him of the 1974 Ohio Landlord
and Tenant Bill and saying that the
students were prepared to go through
small claims court-in which an attorney is not needed-in order to get the
security deposits back.
The roommates went through Lucas
County Small Claims Court and settled
for $77.80 each, that is, J22.80 after
deductions and $50, which matched
each roommates' share of the security
deposit, for damages.
KLOSS SAID that there are three
important issues to keep in mind
concerning security deposits.
First, prospective tenants should
always see the apartment for which

they are signing a lease. Model apartments are fixed up to look attractive,
but seldom accurately represent the
actual condition nf the apartments for
rent, according to Kloss.
Second, lessees will get charged for
any damage not itemized on the
damage report. Always check an
apartment with a fine tooth comb and
do not be afraid to mark down the
slightest damage, Kloss said, even if it

means .measuring the length of a crack
in the wall .'or accuracy.

Third, ai'd perhaps most Importantly, Klo.w said, is know the law,
particularly the Ohio Landlord and
Tenant Bill. Realize that you can take a
landlord to small claims court if he does
not return the security deposit or a
portion of the deposit with itemized
deductions within 30 days after termination of the lease.

Milk for Hershey bars
unharmed by radiation
(AP )-As you would expect, there's a lot of milk in milk chocolate.
So when the nation's most serious nuclear accident released radiation into the
air 11 miles from Hershey Foods Corp. on East Chocolate Avenue late last
month, there was an obvious question.
"Is the milk all right?" asked Hershey Chief Executive William Dearden,
who satisfies his sweet tooth by eating chocolate every day.
The company also wondered whether Americans scared by the accident at
the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant might stop buying Hershey bars.
Both Hershey and stores that sell lots of candy say that has not happened.
But the milk, 116,000 gallons of it a day, was a ticklish problem.
The company says 11 percent of that milk comes from farms within 20 miles
of the power plant. The remainder comes from up to 70 miles from the nuclear
station. Hershey traditionally has kept secret how much milk goes into its
chocolate. Some of the 116,000 gallons a day is turned into powdered milk and
sold.
State officials say radiation levels in samples of milk taken in the area of the
nuclear plant area have ranged from nil to far below danger levels. Hershey
says its milk is "absolutely safe." But it nonethless is taking "ultraconservative" precautions.
P-arden said in an interview the firm does not plan an advertising campaign
assuring the public its products are wholesome. But the company sent a letter
to employees and shareholders saying its facilities and products are "safe and
'-»r of radioactive contamination."

Give us
lhour.
Well give you

the way to higher
grades and more
free time.

Would you like to:
D Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts.
□ End all-night cramming sessions.
□ Breeze through all your studying in as little as
1/3 the time.
D Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
□ Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better concentration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood's new RD2 reading system makes it
all possible.

Evelyn Wood works — over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, and even
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonst ration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.

EvelvnWood
will open your eyes.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
BEST WESTERN MOTEL (FALCON PLAZA)
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN QUAD
1450 E. WOOSTER ST.

MON. APRIL 16 and TUES. APRIL 17 at 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
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TV training
WBGU experience invaluable in broadcasters'job hunting jungle
byJlmTlick
staff reporter
Just how valuable is WBGU-TV,
Channel $7, to the University's
broadcast curriculum? According to
several University graduates now
working in the television industry, their
work at WBGU was the most important
training they received and proved
invaluable when applying for Jobs.
"My experience at WBGU led
directly to ray getting a Job," Jim
Tichy, a 1971 graduate, said. "Though
the coursework was very valuable, the
training I received at WBGU was vastly
more valuable."
Now WDHO-TV, Channel 24ssports
director, Tichy worked as a graduate
assistant in charge of WBGU's sports
desk while earning a master's in
broadcasting.
WHILE AT WBGU, he also found the
equipment superior to the television
equipment in South Hall that is used for

broadcasting classes. Working with
WBGU's up-to-date television equipment was also very valuable to him
later, Tichy added.
Pat Mettes, class of 1978, directs the
set and 11 o'clock news at one of
Channel 24's rival stations, WSPD-TV
Channel 13. He agreed that the
broadcast facilities in South Hall are
inadequate, adding that WBGU's
equipment is "state of the art."
"In fact, WBGU's equipment is better
than what most medium-sized market
stations have now," Mettes explained.
"Channels 13, 11 and 24 (in Toledo) all
wish they had Channel 57's equipment."
"LOSING WBGU as a training
facility for students would be nothing
less than an incredible loss," he said.
"The work at WBGU is real, it's on the
air. If there's only three people watching, that's three more than there
would be in South Hall.

"Working at WBGU was the most
Important part of my college career,"
Mettes said. "You can take all the
courses and get A's, but when you sit
down in a general manager's office,
he's going to ask you what you've done.
Without on-the-air experience, you
don't get a job."
One of his co-workers agreed.
"Without the experience I got at
Channel 57 I wouldn't have been hired
at Channel 13 right after I graduated,"
Annie Vaughan, a 1974 University
graduate, said.

WTOL-TV, Channel 11, in Toledo
backed up his rivals' claims.

three commercial Toledo television
stations are University graduates.

"In this business now it takes more
than a college degree to get a job," Tate
said. "It takes on-hand experience.

"YOU CANT learn broadcasting in a
classroom, you have to do it," he added.

"I CANT SAY enough for the
training I received at WBGU. It's
completely different from the training
you get in a classroom," Tate, a former
WBGU producer-director, added.

"TELEVISION is a competitive
business and WBGU gave me an edge.
Without it, it would have been a lot
harder to get a Job.

"I wouldn't be doing what I'm doing
now if it wasn't for Channel 57," Kirk
Lehtomaa, a producer-director for
Kentucky Educational Television and a
1973 University graduate said. After
graduation, he worked at WBGU as a
producer-director for one year.

"You need a situation where your
mistakes go out on the air, where you
face the pressures of an on-air station. I
can't see how (the University) would
replace Channel 57 as a training
ground," Vaughan explained.
Producer-director Ned Tate of

"If you look at the people who've
graduated from (the University) in
television," he explained, "you'll see
that the ones who have done anything in
the business are the ones who worked at
Channel 57." Lehtomaa estimated that
one-third of the people working for the

The proposed merger of Channel 57
with WGTE, Channel 30, (Toledo)
would pose some problems in local
coverage, according to Mike Berry, a
1976 University graduate. Berry
worked at WBGU as an undergraduate
and is now a producer-director at
WOSU in Columbus.
"The two stations serve completely
different audiences," he explained.
"WBGU's audience is farm-oriented
while WGTE's is more urban.
"They'd have to double transmission
strength to serve the same audiences
(as a Joint station)," Berry added.
BERRY SAID WBGU Is a valuable
training facility. "I took the broadcast
courses, but the real education was out
at the television station. You just don't
get the experience in the classroom,"

he said.
At least one University-trained
television professional doubts that
students need WBGU as a training
ground. "I probably would have gotten
the experience I needed in the
classroom," Tom Willett said.
Willet, who graduated from the
University in 1964, was one of the
original team of students to work at the
station when it went on the air in 1964.
He is currently working for Ohio
Cablevision in Findlay as chief of the
company's Ohio operations.
"I'm sure WBGU is a very important
part of broadcast students' training,
but I don't think it's absolutely
necessary to have an on-air station for
students to get experience," Willett
explained. "Not all students get on-air
experience, anyway.
"I think that if Channel 57 went of f the
air todaj. Dr. Robt" Clark, (chairman
of the radio-TV-film -lepartment in the
School of Speech i ou Id find alternative
means cf ^onumg students with the
necessary expei tenci," Willett said.

Senior Sic Sic members unmasked at ceremony
by Jeff Diver
staff reporter
..The last three years, Frank Aveni
and Mark Petrilli have run around
campus during the late evening hours
doing strange things in greasy
coveralls and monster masks.
They are not fugitives or
psychopaths escaped from a nearby
hospital but rather members of Sic Sic,
a secret University spirit organization.
Senior members Aveni and Petrilli,
both 21, were unmasked Tuesday at a
traditional ceremony in the office of
University President Dr. Hollis A.
Moore Jr.
Aveni said two Sic Sic members are
selected each spring quarter from the
freshman class, adding that the
screening process is tough. He said Sic
Sic goes by the philosophy, "don't call

us, we'll call you." Prospective
members are selected on the basis of
enthusiasm and spirit, he said.
Aveni said the purpose of Sic Sic is to
promote spirit at the University and to
generally promote the University
through signs, personal appearances
and other activities.

considered the best campus leaders and
let them brainstorm about the
organization in his office late at night."
Tim Smith, Wood County administrator and a Sic Sic alumnus, said,
"They thought they could best promote
spirit if they were anonymous.''

"THIS YEAR WE'VE tried campus
involvement," Petrilli said. "Anything
that the University is involved with, we
try to promote."
"We do a lot of greek concentration
with the girls because they seem to
have a lot of spirit,' Aveni said, smiling.
Sic Sic was founded in 1946 by
Dr.Frank J. Prout, then University
President, because "he felt the student
sat the University were apathetic,"
Aveni said.
"Prout decided to take six of what he

SMITH SAID the constant guessing of
who the members are promotes even
greater spirit.
Tradition plays a big roll in Sic Sic,
Aveni said. He explained that among its
many traditons is the costume of
greasy coveralls and monster masks to
hide the members' identities. The sign
painting is also a tradition, he said, with
sophomores painting the black-colored
"Sic Sic sez," juniors painting the redcolored slogan for the event and seniors
supervising the operation. He
laughingly said that because of the late

hours of the sign hangings he has
missed may morning appoiuntments.
Another tradition is the numbering of
the six-member group, he said, adding
that the two sophomores are called
"five" and "six," the two juniors
"three" and "four" and the two seniors
"one" and "two." He said it is done to
assure that no one will hear their names
spoken.
AVENI, PETRILLI and Smith aU
agreed that the biggest problem of
being a Sic Sic member is getting away
from roommates and girlfriends
without them catching on.
"I've climbed out many a window to
get away," Aveni laughed. He said that
Sic Sic changes its meetings places and
meeting times to throw off followers.
He said Sic Sic has had problems with
people chasing the members and trying

INDIVIDUAL
STYLING
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•4.50
Shampoo & Blow Dry $4.25

Perms $15 to $50
MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN ST. B.G.
NEXT TO MID-AM BANK
IN THE MINI MALL

352-7658

NOW
OPEN
Special offer: Student memberships now available
for $75.00 Memberships are good
all season (April thru Fall)

*

¥
¥

*

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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to get their masks off but, he added, no
one has succeeded.
"IN A SENSE, our mystique gives us
power," Aveni said.
Looking toward the future, Aveni said
it will be "the same as the past. There is
always going to be a Sic Sic at a campus
like BG," he said.
Petrilli, an insurance major from
Canton and a member of Delta Upsilon

Vogt
Women were not interested in
business careers because "they
were fearful of the quantitative
orientation of the business
curriculum" and didn't see any
meaningful job opportunities, Vogt
said.
HE DESCRIBED women In
business as "intellectually sharp
and committed," adding "they are
going to be successful."
"The Influx of women (In the
College of Business Administration)
has tended to upgrade the quality of
the student body," he said, because
they have higher ACT scores and
high school grade point averages.

Applications available at Clubhouse
on Poe Rd.

He said because the college provides
top quality business programs to
men and women, the University has
"the best undergraduate program in
the Midwest-absolutely.''
As dean, Vogt says his job is to
maintain that quality by "helping
with professional development and
growth of the faculty, providing
instructional climates conducive to
learning and stimulating research
and service to the community in
areas of consulting."
Although college deans are not
always well-known in the University
community, Vogt said "in the
College of Business, I'm in the
forefront. I'm number one here."

FRIDAY

RN's and Graduate Nurses
Full & Part-time positions
available on all shifts

The 13th SALE

Medical, surgical, special care, &OB units
good wages. Benefits include Blue Cross &
major medical insurance, health & accident insurance Educational expense,
paid vacation, holidays & more!
Send resume or apply in person to
Personnel Director
Wood County Hospital
950 W. Wooster, 43402
Equal opportunity employer: male-female,
handicapped

20% OFF
ON ALL
PAPERBACKS!

forest apartments
•S3 Nopolson Hood
•owlinc. GfMO. Ohio 43403

25% OFF
ON
SELECTED
TEE-SHIRTS

Regular rates: '3.00 for 9 or 18 holes
(Daily and weekends)
Take advantage of this offer!

fraternity, said he hopes to go into
insurance sales and one day have his
own agency. Aveni is a selling and sales
manager major from South Euclid and
a student representative to the
University Board of Trustees.
"If anybody has anything they want
us to support, write us at Univeristy
Hall, post office box two," Sic Sic
number three said.

aaxoou
11' > 15'

«.nd.ni Memoir
Phon. 352 2276

BECBOCM
11' > 15'

Furnished Apt.
9 mo. lease $310
including gas heat
Resident Manager Phone 352-2276

MODEL OPEN
5:30-6:30 DAILY

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 £ WOOSTER

353-2252

PtHcUctei Realty frmfMiHtt
319 E. WOOSTER STREET
PHONE 353-3641
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Business
by Scott Bateman
Rising salaries and better placement are
forecast for business graduates, according to
James L. Galloway, director of University
Placement Services.
"Generally, this is the best year we've had
in ten years," Galloway said.
He explained that the number of employers
visiting the campus has risen 15 percent a
year for the last two years. The only area that
has gone down is government agencies, which
are complying with a 15 percent decrease in
hiring ordered by the Carter administration.
Galloway attributes the increase in employer visitation to successful alumni. Alumni
working well at their Jobs have helped immeasurably in the success of the reputation of
Bowling Green," he said.
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MARIE HODGE, assistant to the dean of
the College of Business Administration, said
the highly-specialized majors of the college
also attract employes. She added that
students who choose electives related to their
fields are even more attractive to employers.
Galloway and Hodge agreed that the
Placement Service has helped to increase
visits to the campus by businesses. A recent
survey by the service found that employers
thought the service was helpful in filling Job
openings.
Galloway said the outlook was excellent in
the area of salaries. "Salaries are Just going
wild. They are up 8 percent over last year,"
he said.

Placement predicts
increased salaries,
continuing demand
for business grads

student with a bachelor's degree in computer
science, he said, adding that the current
salary average for all business graduates is
more than $12,000 a year.
Hodge said there is a rising demand for
women in business which is reflected by the
number of women majoring in business at the
University. Beginning fall quarter of this
year, 48 percent of the 1,100 new business
students were women, she said.
Galloway agreed it was encouraging to see
many women going into business and added
that the Job market is very favorable toward
them now.
GALLOWAY AND Hodge said businesses
are beginning to look for students with
practical work experience, especially in
areas such as sales, accounting and data
processing.

HE ADDED that some salary offers in the
field of computer science were especially
high. One firm made an offer of $18,500 to a

"Work experience In your chosen field will
increase your chances of getting; |ot>," Hodge
said.
Hodge said employers are beginning to
stress grades more than they did in the past.
They also emphasize the resume, campus
involvement and how well a student's personality comes out in an interview.
"STUDENTS SHOULD be encouraged to
look for Jobs on their own," she said. They
should be aggressive and assertive when
trying to find a Job, she added.
Although the business college, with more
than 4,100 students, is the largest college at
the University, Hodge said students in most
specialities should not worry about a
saturated Job market. "I predict we are going
to have a continuing demand for businesstrained people in the future," she said.

Election pre Vie W SGA candidates discuss goals
Three seek Mc Donald/Prout/French House posts
Mary Kay Zajac
senate McDonald/Prout
/French House
Mary Kay Zajac, SCAT candidate for McDonald-ProutFrench House senator, has been active in dorm council,
Resident Student Association (RSA) and Union Activities
Organization IUAO).
Zajac said her main Job would be to make sure her
constituents' wants and opinions are heard.
"I really like what SGA stands for, and I'm pleased with
their activities and accomplishments this year. I would
like to wrap up their unfinished business," Zajac said.
That unfinished business includes further research into
food services and parking services in order to improve
them, she said.
ZAJAC SAID SGA must work to create "positive public
relations" in order to let students know that SGA is a
"two-way service, with SGA helping students, and
students helping SGA."

|4

William W. Stroup
senate Anderson/Bromfield

STROUP SAID he and his party supports completion of
the course description booklet, improvements for the
Gripe Vine and reform to improve parking services.
The SCAT party also favors running a regular column in
the News which would tell students what SGA is doing and
give students a chance to write in their opinions and
problems, Stroup said.

Jeff A. Swint
senate Anderson/Bromfield

senate McDonald/Prout
/French House

senate McDonald/Prout
/French House
One of two SST candidates for McDonald-ProutFrench House senator is Jane Mosconi. Mosconi is
currently a senator from that district, having been appointed to fill the vacancy left by a resignation earlier this
year.
Mosconi said she enjoys being an SGA senator, and
believes her experience will help SGA carry on some of its
unfinished programs.
THE STUDENT book sales catalogues should be continued, Mosconi said, as should the shuttle bus. But
Mosconi said she would like to see the shuttle bus become
self-supporting.
Mosconi also said she would like to see a general council
set up by SGA to promote activities and inform students
about what SGA is doing.

The other SST candidate for senator from McDonaldProut-French House is Lori A. Hoffman.
A resident of McDonald, Hoffman said she has a lot of
time and interest to devote to SGA.
"I FEEL there is a lack of knowledge about SGA. I also
want to be more of a voice of my district so they will have
more of a say in what SGA does," Hoffman said.
Hoffman said she favors a self-supporting shuttle bus,
reform of the English 111-112 courses and research into
how parking services can be improved. She. i <o aid there
should be more awareness of community anu its problems
and activities.
"Students don't know that much abou' the city of
Bowling Green, and they really should. After all, it is our
home for a long time," Hoffman said.

Dana L. Kortokrax
senate Founders

V
William W. Stroup is the SCAT candidate for AndersonBromfield senator.
Stroup said he has always enjoyed politics and likes to
get things done. When he came to freshman prercgistration, Stroup said he had no idea what SGA was all
about, so he favors setting up an SGA information booth at
pre-rcgistration.
"This way, we can get freshman involved before they
get apathetic," Stroup said.

Lori A. Hoffman

Jane Mosconi

DANA L. Kortokrax, incumbent senator from Founders, is seeking to return to that position as a member of
the SST party.
Appointed this year as a freshman to fill a vacancy left
by a resignation, Kortokrax was the originator of the
shuttle bus idea and coordinated the service. Although it
had some problems, Kortokrax said it worked well on
campus and should be continued next year.
Kortokrax said her experience on SGA would be
valuable in "providing continuity between this year and
next year's SGA in order to wrap up old business such as
the student course description booklet and the proposed
grace period for food coupons.
SAVING THAT SGA has "done an immense amount of
good" for students this year, Kortokrax added this proves
things can get done if people get involved in SGA.
"Instead of complaining 'what can we do about it?',
students should learn where to go to get things done. One
way they can do that is by voting, and I hope a lot of
students do vote," Kortokrax said.

Laurie A. Huffman

John A. Hollinger

h

&

senate fraternity

JOHN A. Hollinger, the SCAT candidate for fraternity
senator, active in IFC and vice-president of its pledge
council, said he has been in contact with all greek houses
and will try to create enthusiasm for SGA among the
fraternities.
"My real pet peeve is that students around here have
power, but they don't use it," Hollinger said.
Hollinger said he would like to see more student and
greek opinions on the beer blast ban for Commons on
Thursday nights. "It came and went quickly, and there
were no surveys of students that I know of," Hollinger
said.
THE IDEAS of University picture ID'S for all students
and revisions in the English 111-112 courses are favored by
Hollinger.

Steve J. Evanko
senate fraternity

senate Founders
Jeff A. Swint, SST candidate for the AndersonBromfield senate position, said he is running for the office
because he is interested in student government and wants
to get people involved In SGA.
"PEOPLE DONT know what SGA does, so they don't
get involved. If we let them know what SGA has to offer,
more students will join," Swint said.
Swint said he didn't know much about SGA when he
began here, but the more he has learned, the more he
believes it can be improved.
Developing better communication between SGA
districts and informing people about SGA activities
through bulletin boards are two things Swint said he will
work on.
Swint also said the teacher evaluation booklet should be
completed soon.

Laurie A. Huffman, SCAT candidate for Founders
senator, is a member of RSA and has served on the
publicity committee for Good Times Weekend.
BECAUSE OF Founders' five-women rooms, Huffman
said she would like to see "roommates' workshops"
aimed at helping freshman learn how to live with others.
This would help students for the rest of their lives, Huffman said.
Huffman said that while the idea of a shuttle bus was
good, the implementation was not.
"It (the shuttle bus) should be self-sufficient. Not
everyone uses it, so why should everyone pay for it? That
money could be put to better use in a way to benefit all
students," Huffman said.
Huffman said she is more in touch with the students in
her district than her opponent, and added, "I think I can
do a better Job."

Happy Easter
from The Staff
of the B.C. News

Steve J. Evanko, the SST candidate for fraternity
senator, has served as representative to RSA from IFC.
Evanko said he would like to improve relations between
greeks and non-greeks.
"IT'S JUST a matter of getting to know people better
and understanding each person's lifestyle. You can't
classify people according to groups,' Evanko said.
Evanko said SGA and IFC should work together more
in sponsoring activities such as charity projects.
He added that he will keep in contact with all houses on
a continual basis and hopes to personally investigate the
possiblity of putting students' pictures on the back of their
University ID cards.

Lyndsey L. Phillips
senate Offenhauer Towers

LYND8EY L Phillips, currently SGA senator from
Ashely-Batchelder, is running for the Offenhauer Towers
senate spot. Phillips, the SST candidate, is unopposed.
Phillips said her greatest accomplishment as senator
was that "everyone knew who I was and how to reach me
if they wanted to know something about SGA."
As for Offenhauer, Phillips said she would Uke to see
more unity between East and West, as well as better
rapport with what she called a very active dorm council,
the "12th floor."
PHILLIPS ALSO said she would look Into building an
awning or overhang to connect Offenhauer and McDonald
cafeterias, abolishing the rule against opening windows
and trying to get the backdoors unlocked until later hours
on weekends.

Rodgers /Kohl/Con klin
senate candidate
EDITORS NOTE: Because of space limitations In yesterday's News, the third candidate for Rodgers-Kohl-Conklhi
senate position. Matt J. Wey of the SCAT party was aot Included. His Interview is included today.

m

Matt J. Wey
Rodgers/Kohl/Conklin

Matt J. Wey is the SCAT party candidate for Rodgers-KohlConklin senator. Wey, an RA in Conklin, said he was active In
dorm council until it "fell through" because of apathy.
"I'D REALLY like to see dorm council start up again and
use it to improve communication with SGA," Wey said.
Improving communication and getting more people involved are two of Wey's goals.
"Apathy really turns me off. When I heard that there were
only about half as many students running for SGA offices this
year as there were last year, I really wanted to run," Wey
said.
Wey said he would like to see SGA finish the "old business"
it has already started, such as the course description book
and food services reform.
As far as new business, Wey said he would like to see
research done on the drop-add system and better publicity
for the Gripe Vine.

Lori L. Herbert
sorority senator

THE SCAT candidate for sorority senator is Lori L. Herbert. Herbert has been active in the Greek system for two
years and has served on the University Relations Advisory
Board (URAB).
Herbert said the present sorority senator, Rose A. Tombazzi, has done an excellent Job on the book sales lists, and
she added that she would like to expand and improve tne
system.
Looking to increase feedback from sororities, Herbert said
better communication between all students and SGA is
necessary.
HERBERT SAID she would visit and talk with women in
all sorority houses in order to find out their ideas and
problems.
"A lot of people don't realize it, but SGA is a very powerful
group. It's evident by all the things they have done this
year," Herbert said.
Herbert said one area of particular concern is perking
service. She said she would like to see a survey of where the
parking service money goes, and see at least one off-campus
parking lot built.

Nancy P. Donovan

m

sorority senator

The SST candidate for sorority senator is Nancy P.
Donovan.
Donovan is president of her sorority house, Gamma Phi
Beta, has been active in Panhel and served on the SGA
publicity committee.
BY MEETING with sorority presidents on a regular basis
and attending Panhel meetings weekly, Donovan said she
hopes to promote involvement and keep students informed
about SGA's activities.
"I feel sorority women have valuable input for the
University, and can be a very strong group," Donovan said.
Donovan also said she wants to continue the student book
sales program because it is a project that really benefits
students.
"SGA is what you make it. We want to make It the best we
can," Donovan said.
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STARTS TONIGHT!
THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
FOR BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
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THE MOST TIMELY
EVENT OF THE YEAR!!!
"CHINA SYNDROME" AT 7:30 AND 9:35 P.M.
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Fugby. 1 p.m. Men's A. B, and C teams at Ball State (Muncle,
ind.). Women's team at Kent State.
Cooper Pool Swim, 1 10 p m.
Men's Lacrosse. 1:30p.m. BGSU vs. Kenyon College. Stadium
Educational Memorabilia Center, Open to all. Little Red
Schoolhouse, south of Education.
Men's Tennis. 3 p.m.
UAO Mini-Course, 3 4 p.m. Disco Dancing. Open to all. The Side
Door, Union.
Mass. 4 p.m. St. Thomas More. 425 Thurstin.
UAOMini Course. 4 5pm Disco Dancing.
Mass.5:30p.m. St Aloyslus. 150S. Enterprise.
Public Skating, 8-10p.m.
Mass Midnight. St Thomas More, 415 Thurstin.

FRIDAY
APRIL 13
Baptist Student Union, 1-8:70a.m.
Women's Golf. 9 a.m.
Men's Golf. BGSU at Olio State. 9 a.m.
Open Photo Lab, 9 a.m. I p.m.. Admission »1.25 232 Technology
Club Pool Swim. 9:30 11:30a.m.
SGA Election Forum, 10:45 a.m., Commuter Center, Moseley.
Cooper Pool Swim. 11 30 am 1 30 p.m.
Geology Brown Bag. 12:30 p.m.. Or. Kreller ot the University ot
Toledo will speak on "Coal Geology." Free and open to all 070

Overman.
Baseball, 1pm, BGSU vs. Otterbein. Stellar Field.
Club Pool Swim, 1:30 4:30p.m.
Men's Tennis, 3 p.m.. BGSU at Northern Illinois with Notre Dame
and St. Ambrose (Oekalb).
Cooper Pool Swim. 4:30-10 p.m.
Raft Trip Deadline, 5 p.m. deadline for signing up for the UAO
May 13 trip to the New River in West Virginia. Cost is $30. Open to
all. UAO, Office. Union.
Men's Track,, 6 p.m.. BGSU In Dogwood Relays (Knoxvllle,
Tenn.J.
Shabbat Service, »30pm. Open to all. Faculty Lounge. Union.
College Life. 7 p.m. Opentoall. Ohio Suite. Union.
Public Skating, 8 10p.m.
UAO Campus Movie. 8:30 p.m.. "Bobby Deerfield" starring Al
Pacino. will be shown. Admission «1 with ID. 710-Math Sciences.

SUNDAY
April 15

Mass.8a.m.
Worship Service, 8 45a.m. St. Mark's Lutheran. 315 S. College.
Worship Service, 9 a.m. Plain Congregation, west Poe and
Liberty.
Men's Golf. 9 a.m.
Worship Services, 9:30 a.m. Charis Community, Prout Chapel; St.
Thomas More, 425 Thurstin; First United Methodist, 1508 E.
Wooster. Grace Brethren, 121 S. Enterprise.
Worship Services. 10:30 a.m. Assembly of God. Weston; United
Brethren in Christ. 606 Clough, Trinity United Methodist. 200 N.
Summit; university Lutheran*Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster; Active
Christians Today. Dogwood Suite. Union; First Baptist. 749
Wintergarden.
Mass. 10.45a.m. St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin.
Worship Services, II a.m. Si. Mark's Lutheran, 315 S. College;
Flrsf United Methodist. 1506 E Wooster; United Christian
Fellowship. 313 Thurstin.
Worship Service. 11:15 a.m. Plain Congregational, West Poe and
liberty.
Worship Service. 12:30 pm Community of Christiana, Prout
Chapel.
Baseball. 1 p.m. BGSU at University of Cincinnati.
Club Pool Swim. 15 p.m.
Mass, 1:15 p.m.
Student Design Exhibit. 25p.m.
Educational Memorabilia Center, 2-5 p.m.
Worship Services, 6 p.m. Church ot Christ, 17317 Hasklns; First
Baptist, 749 Wintergarden.
UAO Mini-Course. 6 7 p.m. Backgammon. Perry Room, Union
UAO Mini Course. 6 8 p.m. Disco dancing. Uptown. 162 N. Main.
Worship Service. 6:30 p.m. Plain Congregational, West Poe «»nd
Liberty.
Worship Service. 7 p.m. United Brethren in Christ, 606 Clough

SATUROAY
April 14

JANE FONDA

JOHN
CA7ALE

campus calendar

Men's Golf. 9 a.m.
Men's Track, 9 a.m.
UAO Mini-Course, 9 a.m. First meeting for chess class. Open to
all. The Side Door, union.
Cooper Pool Swim, 9 11 a.m.
Club Pool Swim, 9 a.m.-l p.m.
invitational Drill Meet. 9 a.m. 5 p.m. Sponsored by Pershing
Rifles. Free and open to all. Anderson Arena.
Sign Language Workshop. 10 a.m. Open to all. Admission SI.
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 6. Wooster
Open Manufacturing Lab, 10 ami p.m. Workshop open to all
faculty and students. Admission SI. Manufacturing Lab,
Technology.
People's Chess Federation, 10 a m. 5 p.m. Anyone welcome. Free
and open to all. Commuter Center. Moseley.
Woinc< ' Track, 11a.m.
Women | Lacrosse. 11 a.m. BGSU al Wooster with the Cleveland
Club
Baseball 1p.m. BGSU at Wright State (Dayton)
Women' Tennis. 1 p m BGSU at Ohio University (Athens)
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classifieds.

{CONGRATULATIONS*
TO

KEVIN
SABINS

LOST ft FOUND

every Friday
The night with the Lody in mind.
V2 off admission, two for one
until 11:00.
»4»l DM* Highway

ft

Perryiburg Ohw 4355I

ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
OF THE WEEK

Phone 874 8649

••••••••*•* k*+ tr*******"

CAMPUS
MOVIE

835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

PHONE 352-9378

•
•
•
•
•
•

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT APRTS.-8TH& HIGH ST.
BUCKEYE HOUSE-649 SIXTH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE-650 SIXTH ST.
MEADOWLARK-818 SEVENTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS.-BETWEEN 6TH & 7TH ST.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

2 BEDROOM-FURNISHED
GAS HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING
LAUNDRY AREA IN EACH BI.DG.
TENANTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY
LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE

SPECIAL FEATURES
• ALL RESIDENTS HAVE USE OF B.G.'S ONLY
YEAR 'ROUND POOL WITH LARGE GAME &
PARTY ROOM.* HUGE FIREPLACE. »PING
PONG. POOL TABLE. PIN BALL MACHINES.
» KITCHEN. PIANO & COLORED TV.

OTHER RENTALS
• HOUSES. EFFICIENCIES, 1 BDRM
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

Lost at Pike parly Sat. Sm. dark.
Blue Ronson lighter. Red &
silver flowers on I side. Highly
recognizable. Sentimental value.
REWARD! Greatly appreciate
return Call Trese at 2 4493.
Lost 2 prs. brn. framed men's
pres. glasses at Rec Center ft on
Wooster St Reward! Tim, 372
3291.
Found pair of women's glasses in
beige case near Math So.
sidewalk 3 12 79. Call Patty at 2

1575.

"PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO|
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
NOW LEASING FALL AND SUMMER
9:00-4:30 MON.-FRI.

Lost pair of la»d.«s glasses In
yellow flowered case. Call Cris
372 3939.

Friday and Saturdayl
Who is
Won "o/iS kmii
,\Vi unr unlit mm. \'i ime until hrr.

210 Math-Science
8:30 pm
$1 with ID
SIQSawMfJCIriC^aMKOItBaHHCSIl

i DELTS
The Chi O's Would
[Like To Give A Specioll
[Thanks To You All For!
Helping Us So Much
With Our Race.
We Love You.

Your Chi O's

Lost Pencron watch at
Center. Reward. 372 5557.

Rec

5th ANNUAL PHI KAPPA TAU
Basketball Marathon, April 20 ft
211 All proceeds go to Wood
County Nursing Home.

B.A. Bldg. Winthrop Terrace
North apts. Call Dave 354 1282.
Think ahead now! Pref. Jrs. or
Srv

Little Karen, Thanks for the
beautiful pillow. Congrats on
being named outstanding pledge.
Love in KD, Big Judy.

F. needs a 1 bedrm apt. or eflc>
to rent F»" O*
onl\ C ndy
beton li c»r 04 ** • - 10 pm 353
2095.

Sisters of ZTA: Easter is on its
way. Hope the Easter Bunny is
good to you, ft maybe we will
visit you too. Zeta Love, ???

1 F r-tc ' - a" Ctr. Close to
C mp..•. 579( i »s 'I.e. Call 372

Beauties: Way to start oft the
season Keep it up! ■
Vote for the Phi Kappa Tau
Marathon Attendant next week
In the Union Foyer. One penny
equals one vote. Proceeds go to
the Wood County Nursing Home.

Lost pair of woman's brn.
glasses in light brn. cordoroy
case, in alley behind Women's
gym by intramurl. field. Please
call Deb, 2-3467 after 3:30 any

Rec Center Notice: All students
who had baskets charged out In
the equipment room last quarter
must claim their belongings by
Monday, April 16, or the articles
will be placed in the lost ft found-

day
SERVICESOFFERED

The Phi Mu date party is April
21 By lnv.*...,onOnlv

Pregnant or might be? Offer
confidential help. Free pregnant
test ft info, regardless of age,
status. Toledo 241 9131. Fostoria
435 1775
Tiffin 447 8681.
Fremont 334 9079.
Pregnancy
Aid
ft
Understanding. EMPA 352 2143 ft 352
9393.
PERSONALS
KEGS*
KEGS!
KEGS!
KEGSl
CHUCK

KEGS! KEGSl
KEOSt KEGSl
KEGS! KEGS!
KEGS! KEGS!
352-5713111

KEGS)
KEGSl
KEGSl
KEGS!

interested In rushing a sorority?
Alpha Gamma Delta Spring
Rush is going on right now, so
don't waif. Call 372 2567 for more
info.
Applications for 1979 80 Student
Court are due today In 460
Student Services.
Congratulations to Chris Berner
ft Sandy Seldel on their Phi Psi
lavaliering The Brothers of Phi
Kappa Psi
Attention!
Social Work Club
meeting, vital issues at stake!
Mon.. April 16, 7:X Tatt Rm,
Union.
Guys ft Gals. Haircuts $4.00 Kay
Ann Beauty Salon. Call 352 3133.
Pi Kappa Phi Lit' Sis Rush.
Tuesday, May 17, Punch ft
Pretzels. Thursday May 19, cake
ft ice cream. Come ft loin the
Fun!!

HAVING A <EG PARTY THIS
WEEKfc^L.'
FOR
YOUR
COMPLETE
KEG
PARTY
NEEDS. CALL CHUCK 3525713,
THE PABbT BLUE RIBBON
CAMPUS REP. KEEP PABST
BLUE
RIBBON ON
YOUR
MINO.
Happy
22nd
Nannyil
Shattered Sisters

The

Hey Lady Lexers, congrats on
your w;n< Way to KA! Jenny,
don't you think you could have
scored a few more goals? Work
on if ID rwv time use your
crosse instead of /our face to
stop those balls. No joking
excellent iob goancs. Now If we
could jus! get Smitty to give her
white shoes away. Now it is time
to kill those Wooster Woosies.
K.A.
Rec Center Notice: All students
who had baskets checked out in
the equipment room last quarter
must claim their belongings by
Monday April 16, or the articles
will be placed In the lest ft found.
John Luhta, JL, CAP. wishing
you the best possible 71st birthday! Hope you have a good one
ft had a good one last night. Did
you have a headache? Scratch ft
"TheGanfl."
WANTED
F. rmte. for next school year
near campus. Call Kim, 372 5392.
Rmte. needed tor Fall, Wtr, ft
Spr. Otrs. 7980 10 min. walk to

been used! Bob Schurk, 352 3813
1973 VW Karmann Ghia, 4 spd.,
radio, low miles. 352-4743 after 4
p.m.
TEAC 160 stereo cassette deck
with Dolby. Excell. cond. S120.

352 0300.
Used apartment siied
135.00. Call 352-8961.

couch.

FOR RENT
I F. rmte ne
„ t„r Spr. Qtr.
Ce'i.,52 134 tie 7:30p.m.
M or F rmte needed Private
rm Near umv Jiil ft teleph
includ.SlOO mo. 3527960.
1 F rmte for summer. Call 354
1341, as soon as possible!!
Need l or 2 F. rmtes. for next
school. Close to campus. 352

4325.
1

F r —i still needed for Spr.
Qtr
Nice apt. Univ. Village.
Pr.ce
negotiable!
VERY
CHEAP. 35, 6200.
c

'"1165 o share g-eof new ap*.
'o (.ampus,- 'or summer
S.iX. .no 372 1371.

Furn., AC, i bedrm ipt., 824 6th
St. Rent S350 ft eiec. "ir summer
qtr
1 Fall vac n< . 352 1313
eves
Subis . . vjdim.. unfurn. S175
mo. utii pd. except, elec. 311
Conneaut Ave. Contact John
Beach between 5 and 6:30 p.m.
Apt. for fall rent. 1.2 bedrm.
turn. 824 6th St. WOO mo plus
elec. Call Newiove realty 352
5163.
Sblt.6 10 915. Furn- 1 bedrm.
near campus. S150-mo. Martha.
352 6434. eves.

CIOM

Hampton House now renting for
summer ft fall. 352 6293.

F. to share apt. Athletic,
mature. S115 mo. 352 7055eves.

Thurstin Manor Apts. AC. fully
carpeted, cable vision, eftlc,
laundry toeII, now leasing for
summer ft fall. 451 Thurstin Ave.

HELPWANTED
Sub me Quick, drivers needed. 5
pm 12am any 7 days wk Good
starling salary ft Incentives.
Apply within, 143 E. Wooster.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer-year
round
Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, Etc. All Fields,
S500 Sl,200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info
Write
UC, Box 52 18, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
DO YOU NEED MONEY? 1300
hr. for Flyer distribution for
Evelyn Wood Reading. Call 1900 521 5895. Call between 1 and 5
p.m. for more details.
FOR SALE
1972 Plymouth Duster, good
engine,
dependable
transportation, must sell Call Ben
3526306.
AMFM stereo receiver, 8 track
player recorder. S135. Nearly
new. Help get me through the
quarter!!
Call 352 0674 after
10 30 p m , ask lor Tom.
1974 TR-6
Good cond. New
ragtop. S2600. 686 6222 between 8
ft 10 p.m.
Canon Macro lens, FD 50mm, f
3.5, S.S.C., with extension tube
FD 25. Absolutely new never

352 5435
NEWLOVE
APT
SUMMER
RENTALS.
507 E. merry ft 824 Sisth St. both
are 2 bedrm. turn., S350 summer
qtr plus elec.
203 S Church duplex. 3 bedrm.
unfurn., $450 summer qtr. plus
gas ft elec.
801 Sixth St. 2 bedrm. turn
house. $300 summer qtr, plus all
util. Call Newiove realty, 3525163.
For Summer: 521 E. Merry
(near Offenhauer Towers) 2
bedrm. furn. apt. AC, $350 for
entire summer. John Newiove
Rol Estate 352 6553,
CAMPUS MANOR now renting
for summer. Special rates. AC.
Ph. 352 9302 or 352 7365. eves.
Rockledge Manor Apts., 2
bedrm.. 2full baths, lusuryapts.,
now leasirig summer ft fall
sessions. All util furn. except
elec 150 6th St. Ph. 3523841. or
6693681.
Houses, apts. ft rooms for
Summer Rentals only. All near
campus. Ph 352 7365.
Small 2 bedrm. house, unfurn. 1
bedrm. apt., furn. Both near
campus. 12 mo. leases. Effective
June 15 3527365.
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Gas outlook grim for weekend
NEW YORK (API-Americans
making traditional trips to visit
relatives at Easter will pay more than
ever for the gasoline they need to get
A TEXACO STATION five blocks
there, and in some parts of the nation, south of the United Nations is selling
they may have trouble buying it for any premium gasoline for 99.9 cents a
price.
gallon.Sales were described as normal
An Associated Press spot check after the price was posted Wednesday.
around the nation showed earlier this The price of unleaded was posted at 96.8
week that gasoline prices continue to cents a gallon and regular was 91.9
rise rapidly, the result of higher costs cents.
for imported oil, tight supplies and new
government regulation.
Elsewhere, prices are not quite that
And while the Jl-a-gallon level has high, but they are inching up steadily
not yet been reached, one New York enough that predictions of ll-a-gallon
City gas station nudged its price right gasoline by the end of this year may not
up to It.
be unfounded.

Supplies scarce, prices high
In Michigan, unleaded gasoline is
selling for as much as 91.9 cents a
gallon, up an average of 2 cents a gallon
from a week ago, according to the
American Automobile Association.
AND A STANDARD OIL of Indiana
Amoco station in Miami is getting 90.9
cents a gallon for super unleaded gas.
However, prices above 90 cents a
gallon are unusual; the average price
per gallon In the United States is about
73 cents.
The average price per gallon is in-

creased by the cost of premium-grade
gasoline, which sells for well above 80
cents in many areas. According to the
Lundberg Letter, an oil industry
newsletter, metropolitan areas where
the average price of premium is above
80 cents a gallon include Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake City
and San Diego.
- AT THE OTHER END of the scale,
regular gasoline, the cheapest grade,
costs as little as 66 cents in many areas.
Self-service stations in Houston are
charging 61.9 cents a gallon.
All gasoline preices have risen,
however, by an average of more than 2
cents a gallon in the past month.

Electronic media coverage in courts OK'd
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio
Supreme Court has cleared the way for
use of broadcast and photographic
equipment in Ohio courtrooms.
The court announced yesterday that
it had amended the state's code of
judicial conduct to allow a one-year
testing period of electronic media
coverage of court proceedings.
The decision follows seven months of
study by the court of responses to a
proposal it issued last July calling for
such a change. It came simultaneously
with announcement by the Florida
Supreme Court authorizing use of
cameras in courtrooms on a permanent
basis.
THE OHIO AMENDMENTS become
effective June 1. After one year the
court will decide whether to permanently adopt, modify or rescind
them.
Dee MOIDM, Iowa s.rvlc. station attendant Bob Lenlhan fills
Dave Stefanlc's fuel tsnk with Qasohol. Qasohol, a Mend of 10
percent grain alcohol and 90 percent unleaded gas, has a higher
octane rating than unleaded gas and la competitive In price to
premium.

media from the judge.
-Judicial discretion to ban use of
cameras or broadcasting equipment if
the court determines they would
distract participants or impair the
dignity of the proceedings.
-Judicial prerogative to prohibit
electronic coverage if witnesses or
victims object and the court decides the
objection is reasonable.

THE AMENDMENTS ALSO specify
the types and quantity of equipment to
be allowed in courtrooms.
The Ohio Bar Association was among
those who opposed opening the courts to
camera and tape recorders. But the
group's president, John Adams, said
yesterday his organization- will
cooperate in trying to make the experiment successful.

"We have opposed it, but we are
servants of the court. They made the
decision and we'll abide by it. There is a
good side in that it will give the public
greater access," Adams said.
He said the bar association will be
seeking reaction from its members as
the experiment proceeds.

College Ring Sale!

Specific conditions have been
outlined In the amendments. They
include:
-Advance written permission to the

Soviets abandon space lab linkup
MOSCOW (AP) - A Soviet-Bulgarian
space team landed safely in the steppes
of Soviet Central Asia last night after
aborting an attempted linkup with an
orbiting space laboratory, Moscow
radio reported.
The broadcast said the Soyuz 33 space
capsule, which failed Wednesday night
to dock with the orbiting Salyut 6 space
laboratory, parachuted to a soft landing. It reported that despite darkness
the craft was located quickly and said
Bulgarian Georgy Ivanov and Soviet
commander Nikolai Rukavishnikov
were feeling fine.
It was the first failure in four

Intercoamos operations and dampened
yesterday's celebrations here of the
18th anniversary of the first manned
space flight-that of Russia's Yuri
Gagarin.
SOVIET COMMANDER Nikolai
Rukavishnikov and the first Bulgarian
in space, Georgy Ivanov, "began
preparations for the return to earth"
when the docking failed, Tass said In a
brief dispatch.
The agency said a malfunction in the
"approach correction power unit" of
the Soyuz 33 space capsule caused the
last-moment cancellation of a docking
with the Salyut 6 space station, where

two other Soviets, Vladimir Lyakhov
and Valerl Ryumin, have been in orbit
for 61-2 weeks.
Western space experts here said it
appeared the craft was unable to make
the tricky approach maneuver and that
similar problems in the past appeared
to be the result of a Salyut booster
rocket inadequacy.
AFTER A BLASTOFF which was
nearly postponed because of 40 mph
winds, the Soyuz 33 had corrected its
course twice and was set for a docking
"by midnight" Wednesday, Tass
reported.
Early yesterday, Tass reported "the
linkup was canceled."

Buff Apartments

ABORTION

Now leasing for summer quarter

1 -800-438-8039

2 Bedroom Apartments

Cancer is
often
curable.
The fear
ofcancer
is often
fatal.

Furnished
Laundromats
Bike Shed

TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-10 p.m.

5450 for summer
All utilities Paid
(except electric)

Office: 1470 Clough St. Apt. F-3
Phone: 352-2915 tor Appointment
Army ROTC scholarship
tryouts this summer
at Fort Knox, Kentucky

FM 104 ■ BELKIN WELCOME

si

Dumond P»n»l

FJ

/IRTQIRVED

VCOLLEGE RINGS

CALL ARMY ROTC
372-2476

ttC

Say a lot about yourself without saying a word.

Special Guest

APRIL WINE
SUN. APRIL 22
TOLEDO
SPORTS ARENA
(Tickets: $6 Advance
$7 Day Of Show
On Sale At Finders and At The Door
l ■

April 17, 18,19
Tues.,Wed.,Thurs.,

10:00 am — 4:00 p.m.

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hours 8:00-5:00 Monday-Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday

a
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sports
Ohio Wesleyan nips
Falcon laxers, 8-5
by Pat Kennedy
•taff reporter

staff photo

by Frank Brelthaupt

BQ midfielder Matt Kelley (24) chases a loose ball In action against
Denison last Saturday aa Falcon attack Tom McNIchoIss (29) provides Interference.

Falcon netters awaiting to fly
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter
Trying once again to get their season
off the ground. Bowling Green's
women's tennis team travels to Athens'
to square off against Ohio University
and Morehead State today and
tomorrow before a make-up match with
Toledo Mondav
Coach Wan VVAMOB is a little con
cerned about me netters having <nmi
matches before the state tournament.
"We just can't afford to have bad
weather," Weston said.
"I think basically we're facing the
same team we beat 7-2 last year,"

excel.
"Not a whole lot, maybe somewhat,"
Tober said about the pressure put on
her by Weston and her teammates. "I
want to do well to help my college. I
expect myself to do really well.
"I have a big desire to do well. When I
go out there I give more that 100 perceht. I give it all I can give. I do believe
that she (Weston) expects me to do
well. She knows my backgound."
TOBER, WHO won her regional
tournament the past two years which
allowed her to participate in the
Michigan high school state tournament
picked BG for its campus and Weston's
personality.

Weston said of the Bobcats. "We never
played Morehead State. Hopefully
they'll (BG) have their confidence with
them even though they haven't been
playing."
THE FALCONS will be led by highly
recruited freshman Stephanie Tober.
Tober, originally from Trenton,
Michigan was ranked third in the South
Eastern district of Michigan.
Tober has also been ranked by the
Western Tennis Association, and has
played in a qualifier (or Virginia Slims,
the women's professional circuit.
Yet even with previous laurels, the
elementary education major feels there
is not pressure on her to constantly

"The big reason was probably be ause I
like the college itself," Tober said.
"Their (BG's) tennis team was about
second or third in the state. College
tennis is pretty much like tournament
tennis. I did like the coach. I thought
she could offer the team something. I
got along with her well and that's really
important."
Number two singles player Karen
Driftmeyer, 64 last season, feels no
resentment playing behind the rookie.
"I set a goal to be number one my
senior year," Driftmeyer said. "But
she's tough. I know she's better than me
and I know I couldn't beat her. 1 know
■she has played tournaments '

PLAUNT HAD praise for several
players but admitted some of the
team's weaknesses.
' "Tim Murphy was exceptional in goal
today (Murphy had 23 saves) and Guy
Collison is one of the best midfielders in
the area," he said. "The attack played
well, but we didn't take advantage of
our man-up opportunities.
"We need work on the midfield
position. They (Ohio Wesleyan) used a
six-man defense on us and that upset
us. We weren't working off the ball."
Ohio Wesleyan jumped out to a 4-3
first quarter lead and the score
remained the same at the half. In the
third quarter the Battling Bishops
extended their lead to 7-5 and added an
insurance goal in the fourth period for
the final margin of victory.

Bowling Green lacrosse coach Jim
Plaunt said three components of the
game added up to an 8-5 loss for the
laxers Wednesday to Ohio Wesleyan.
"The officials, the game field and the
team we played all worked against us,"
he said. "I can't say we lost the game
because of the officials, but the officiating hurt us-procedures in the
game, six and one-half minutes in
penalties on them and 12 minutes on us.
"The field was a mess-you know,
where you can't see the player's
numbers. It was a real quagmire and
the game was almost postponed "
OHIO WESLEYAN, however, did
supply the opposition, Plaunt said.
"They (OW) played well on our man
down and I'm disappointed because I
thought we could have won," he said.
"We didn't play with the intensity we
had against Denison. I don't know if it
was the delay or what. We didn't seem
ready to play and we didn't have what it
took at the start."
Plaunt noted that Bowling Green gets
a second chance this year at Ohio
Wesleyan.
"If we'd have won, we'd be sailing
now. But as it is, Ohio Wesleyan is in the
driver's seat," he said ' tut »e don't
have to wait until next year-we play
them twice and I'm confident we can
beat them here.
'We had a lot of chances, but we
dropped the ball and missed golden
opportunities. We have to be ready to
play this weekend and forget what
slipped by us."

THE FALCON'S scoring attack was
led by Tommy McNicholas with three
goals and one assist, while Mike
Squires and Jon Scltmitt idded single
goals. P.J. Doran chipped in with three
assists.
BG returns to home turf this weekend
when Kenyon College visit < at 1 ■ 30 p.m.
Saturday in Doyt f Pe-ry Stadium
Revenge will be a lactor in the contest,
according to Plaunt.
"It's another revenge match. They
started our decline last year-we were
12-0 before we played them," he said.
"They're always well coached,
scrappy, and play well against us.
"In the past, they've not had great
talent, but great individual talent-a
good i oaiie and .i couple of midfielders.
Last ; "ar, the goalie beat us with 30
saves.

Bowling Green's women's track team
will host the BG Invitiational this
Saturday at 11 a.m. at Whittaker track.
More than 14 teams are scheduled to
participate III the meet including
Eastern and t Central Michigan and
Miam:

BG's men's tennis team will travel to
Northern Illinois for a weekend match
with the host Huskies, Notre Dame and
St.Ambrose.
The women's Softball team will play a
double-header at Muskegon College
tomorrow at lp.m.

preview,

SECOND
HOME
OF
CRAZY

iai'ifixtf!
The Pizza

The Salads

Ham. cheese, salami, pickles,
onions, bacon bits, croutons,
tomatoes, eggs, choice of dressing

'2.9!

Small Chef's Salad

'2.3!

Salad (One Salad)

'1.3(

Bottomless Salad

'2.1

MAU
WKCH

MiOUM
I1HCH

LUCI
I4MCH

Sausage
Pepperoni
Anchovies
Mushrooms
Green Peppers
Green Olive
***
""".
SjU
™
Canadian Bacon
Black Olives
Pineapple
Bacon Bus
Sauerkraut
Combination of any 2

$2 SO
2*>
2.90
2 90
290
2.90
2.90
2 90
290
2.90
2.90
2 90
2 90
2 90
2 90
2 91)
1.10

$3 20
170
170
1.70
170
170
170
J.70
170
170
170
170
170
|.7u
170
170
420

S4 10
470
4 70
4.70
4 70
4.70
4 70
4 70
4 70
4 70
4 70
4 70
4.70
4 70
4.70
4.70
S 10

Combination of any 1

170

470

s 90

40
40

:S0
SO

60
60

Cheese

Salad to Go (16 02 Cup)
*.8!
Dressing*
• Russian • Italian • 1QOO Island
• Blue Cheese • Creamy Italian
• House Specialty • Celery Seed
• Diet Dressing • Extra Dressing '.25
In ol. cup ol our dressing ■ '1.50

The SOUP.. .of the dayl
CUP - '.60

BOWL - '.90

Onlon

Additional ingredients
(no substitutions on.specials)
■Extra Crust or Extra Cheese

Special Pizzas

The Beverages
Bottomless Drinks (on tap)
40
"You keep emptying them - we keep Idling
themupT
• Pepsi • Teem • Dr. Pepper • Orange
• Root Beer • Red Pop • Coffee
• Hot or Iced Tea .

SM

• Michelob •Schlitf light • Schlit* Dark

mm

Diet Drinks
40
Milk
..SM-,30 ic.45
Canned Pop (to go only)
40
No drinks served without lood orders
I D Required when ordering beer

i

Crazy George Special
Sausage green pepper, omon
_ M

4.10 MED 5.20 LC 6.50
„
_
. ,

3.70

MED

4.70 LC 5.90

u
„
o. -i.
Hawaiian Punch
Pineapple ham

Premium Beers on Tap
PITCHER - '3.00

Pagliai Special
Sausage, onion pepperoni
mushrooms, green peppers

Vegetarian Special
Omon. green pepper mushrooms.
olives (black or green)
SM

CLASS - .70

The Sub

Thin or Thick - Extra Crust or Cheese'

Chef's Salad

SM

3.00

MED

3.90

IG

°

sausage beel pepperoni.
mushrooms, green pepper onion,
black olives bar on hits salami ham.
SM

6.00 MEO 7.60 IC 9.40

German Delight
«„„, Canadian bacon osausage
4.90

SM

3.00

MED

Regular Sub (served hot or cold)
Ham. cheese salami, lettuce pickle
tomatoes, onions. Italian dressing.

3.90 ic 4.90

IK
7MCH

ONC
1INCH

'2.35

•6.35

'2.75

•6.75

•2.50

•6.50

•2.50

•6.50

Roast Beef Sub
Roast beef

anyway you want it

Montagu
Italian sausage, cheese, or.ions
pizza sauce
,

'Beefburger
Ground bee* and onions.

Delightfully Different Subs!
"Crazy George Special
sausage green pepper, onions

•2.50

•6.50

•3.00

'7.50

•2.50

'6.50

•2.50

'6.50

.•2.50

'6.50

'4.00

10.00

"Pagliai Special
Sausage onions, pepperoni
mushrooms, green pepper.
'Vegetarian Special
Mushrooms, lettuce, pickle tomatoes
onions, green pepper black or
green olives

SM 3M M0 4 20 LC 53

Chef's Delight

GEORGE

' Hawaiian Punch
Pineapple Ham

German Delight
Sauerkraut. Canadian bacon or
sausage

Chef's Delight
Sausage, beef pepperon, mushrooms
green pepper onions black olives
bacon bits salami ham

•Served with piua sam e and cheese
No substitutions on delightfully different subs'

-ree Delivery Day and Nigr
with order of $2.35 or more
352-7571 CITY AREA - 352-15% CAMPUS AREA
We deliver from 11am everyday
EAST OPEN
11 • m. 2 am MON - SAT.: SUN. 4 p.m.- Midnlqht
SOUTH OPEN
II a.m.-12a.m. SUN.-THURS.; FRI. ft SAT. II . m

Garlic Bread
10 slices
With cheese

.75
M.OO

